WINE LIST
CABERNET
Five Rivers
Leads with aromas of
black cherry and toasty
oak. Velvety tannins
complement fruit flavors
and fine grain oak GLS 8
BTL 24
Santa Rita Reserve,
Chile
An ultimate expression of
true cabernet showing
aromas of vanilla, coffee
and tobacco. Very elegant
and induring on the palate
with an intense presence
of berry fruits leading to a
classic finish GLS 8 BTL
30

Alexander Valley
There are aromas of black
plums, cherry, cassis,
vanilla, dark chocolate,
blackberry, spice and
tobacco. GLS 11 BTL 42
Cliff Lede
Vibrant black cherry and
wild berry aromas are
complemented by anise
spice and vanilla bean. A
silky and inviting entry
introduces flavors of
cocoa and dark fruit BTL
105

Cartlidge and Browne
Bouquet of rich red fruits
leads to a palate of
blackberry and plum. The
finish has fine tannins and
classy oak GLS 7 BTL
25
Mt Veeder, Napa
Deep ruby color, with
cherry, plum and vanilla in
the nose. Dark cherry &
berry pie flavors combine
with hints of rosemary and
bay, perfectly
complementing complex
notes of allspice and
vanilla
BTL 77

Caymus, Napa
This excellent wine is rich with refined textures. Notes of chocolate, sweet tobacco and
cedar on the palate lead to a balanced supple finish with earthly notes BTL 195

MERLOT
Castle Rock
This merlot is deep ruby in color with a
fruity nose and a touch of leather. The
finish is long and a little jammy. GLS 7
BTL 28

Liberty School
The flavors are an enticing combination of
crushed blackberries, blueberry pie filling &
black plum
BTL 39

Silverado, Napa
Aromas of earth, dried herbs and cherry. On the palate, medium-bodied, lush fruit flavors and
balanced acidity with a long finish that has a tingle and a tang
BTL 68

PINOT NOIR
Carmenet Reserve,
California
Aromas of black
raspberries and earth to
start. The palate has
bright acidity with a dusty
feel and a complex finish
GLS 6 BTL 23

Au Bon Climat, Santa
Barbara
The pretty plum and
spring strawberry flavors
are simply delicious.
There is nothing
pretentious here, just well
balanced nicely textured
brightly fruity wine BTL
62

Acrobat, Oregon Glass
A nose of cherry, tobacco,
earth, raspberry, oak and
floral notes. Finishes with
a silky mouth feel and full
finish BTL 40

OTHER REDS
Trivento Reserve Malbec, Mendoza
The color is purple with deep red tones. It has a bouquet of berry fruits with coffee and
tobacco notes. The finish is elegant yet powerful BTL 29
J. Lohr Syrah, California
Dark and persistent with layers of red and black fruit, baking spice and earth. BTL 36
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PINOT GRIGIO
Banfi Le Rime, Tuscany
Delicate white fruit and apple aromas. The
texture is crisp with bright acidity and a
clean fresh finish GLS 8 BTL 24

Swanson, Napa
This is bright and fresh wine that offers
impressions of lychee, Meyers lemon zest
and pear BTL 39

SAUVIGNON BLANC
Santa Rita, Chile
Citrus blossoms and peaches on the nose.
Flavors of citrus and white peach with a
zesty texture
BTL 26

Kim Crawford, Malborough
Fresh aromas of grapefruit, gooseberry
and crushed herbs. The finish is perfectly
balanced BTL 39

Cakebread, Napa
White grapefruit bouquet leads to
concentrated guava and gooseberry
flavors with a crisp lively finish BTL 46

Pascal Jolivet Attitude, France
Fresh, clean and youthful with delicate
nuances of lime, grapefruit, green apple
and kiwi. BTL 44

RIESLING
Pacific Rim, Washington
Crushed minerals run through the heart of
this with aromas of white peach, lime
leaves, linden tree and crush stone echo in
the palate BTL 25

Chateau Ste Michelle, Washington
Classic off-dry Riesling with flavors of
apricot and apple alongside floral
undertones BTL 38

ZINFANDEL
Beringer White Zin, California
Fresh and delicious with berry-like fruit
flavors and aromas of citrus and
honeydew. Enjoyable with a wide variety of
foods, it pairs especially well with today's
spicy cuisine GLS 6 BTL 19

Cline Red Zin, California
It’s an intense and jammy cherry aroma.
The nose has some vanilla, spice and cola
tannins. It finishes with a nice spicy sour
cherry flavor
BTL 29

CHARDONNAY
10 Span, California
On the nose bright citrus aromas are
accented by fresh meringue with a hint of
vanilla. On the palate rich mouth filling
flavors of crisp citrus with a delicate
balanced pear finish. GLS 7 BTL 24
ZD, Napa
Bright forward aromas guava and tropical
fruit. The palate is lush and full bodied with
tropical fruit flavors BTL 48

Hahn Estate, Central Coast
Aromas of apricot, peach and pineapple.
The palate has balanced oak and vibrant
fruit with a long finish. BTL 29
Mer Soleil Reserve, Central Coast
A creamy and classic wine has multi
layered aromas of apple, tropical fruit and
vanilla. It has a silky mouth feel with a
lingering finish BTL 68

SPARKLING & DESSERT
Fonseca Bin 27 Port
Deep youthful ruby color intense rich fruity
nose crammed with pure blackberry,
cassis, cherry and plum aromas
interwoven with notes of spice. The palate
is full bodied and round with a smooth
velvety texture
GLS 9 BTL 40
Rosa Regale Brachetta, 187ml
Aromatic and sparkling red with a hint of
rose petals and raspberries. It’s perhaps
the only wine in the world that marries well
with chocolate, especially dark or
bittersweet BTL 8

Corvo Moscato
A sweet, vibrant and refreshing Moscato
produced from grapes grown on the sunny
hillside vineyards of Sicily. It offers delicate
aromas of Mediterranean flowers with a
bright, candied finish GLS 6 BTL 19
JP Chenet Blancs des Blancs Brut,
France 187ml
A light bouquet with white fruit notes and
brioche hints. A fresh and fruity palate of
apricots and white peach GLS 8 BTL 25

All Specials have restrictions that apply. Please ask your server for details

